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Some classical problems in Topology:

• When is a space homotopy equivalent to a

finite CW -complex?

• When is a complex homotopy equivalent to a

manifold? Are two homotopy equivalent mani-

folds homeomorphic? When the manifolds are

closed and aspherical it is still an open conjec-

ture (topological rigidity).

• When can we place a boundary to a noncom-

pact manifold?

• When is a map f : M → S1 from a manifold

M homotopic to a fiber bundle projection?
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These questions were well studied over the last

several decades. (lower) K-theory (Wh(−),

K̃0(−), K−i(−), i ≥ 1), and surgery L-theory

of the fundamental groups contain the answers

to the above and many more questions.

Let G be a group and R = Z[G]. Then, Wh(G) :=

Wh(R) = GL(R)
[GL(R),GL(R)]

/{< (±g) | g ∈ G >} and

K̃0(G) := K̃0(R) is the free abelian group gen-

erated by isomorphism classes of finitely gen-

erated projective R-modules modulo the rela-

tions: [P ] + [Q] − [P ⊕ Q], [F ]; where P,Q are

finitely generated projective and F is finitely

generated free R-modules.
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For i = −1,−2, . . . Ki(R) is defined as the cok-

ernel of

Ki+1(R[t])⊕Ki+1(R[t−1]) → Ki+1(R[t, t−1]).

The Whitehead group Wh(−) detects when a

homotopy equivalence between two finite com-

plexes is homotopic to a simple homotopy equiv-

alence. Furthermore, Wh(−) characterizes h-

cobordisms over closed manifolds of dimen-

sion ≥ 5. The negative K-groups characterizes

bounded h-cobordisms on manifolds which are

equipped with a proper surjective map M →

Rn.
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K̃0(−) detects when a finitely dominated com-

plex is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex

(Wall) and also it contains the obstruction to

the third problem (Siebenmann).

For the last problem one needs Wh(−), K̃0(−)

and one more obstruction groups called the

Farrell Nil group (Farrell).

For the answer to the second problem one

needs both K- and L-theory (Browder-Novikov-

Sullivan-Wall..).
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Methods of computation

Method A. Using the following two classical

(assembly) maps:

AK : H∗(BG,K) → K∗(G)

AL : H∗(BG,L) → L∗(G)

It is still an open problem that AK and AL are

isomorphisms for torsion free groups. In the

case that G has torsion AK and AL need not

be surjective or injective.
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There are now two issues: first study the maps

AK and AL and then compute the domain ho-

mology theories (using Atiyah-Hirzebruch spec-

tral sequence).

• If G is a torsion free virtually solvable group

or the fundamental group of a closed nonposi-

tively curved Riemannian manifold, then in the

programs of Farrell-Hsiang and Farrell-Jones

topological rigidity was proved for M where M

is aspherical, dimM ≥ 5 and π1(M) = G.
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Method B. Groups built from the following two

classical constructions:

• Amalgamated free product G = G1 ∗H G2.

• HNN-extension G = K∗L.

Calculate the K- and L-theory of G in terms

of those of G1, H,G2,K and L.

For example, surface groups and fundamen-

tal groups of Haken 3-manifolds (Waldhausen)

can be built from the trivial group using the

above two constructions.
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Now we recall some known computations:

K-theory: Waldhausen gave Mayer-Vietoris se-

quence to calculate the K-theory of G modulo

some Nil-groups.

Wh(Z[G]) = K̃0(Z[G]) = K−i(Z[G]) = 0 for

i ≥ 1 is known for the following groups:

• Surface groups and closed aspherical 3-manifold

groups (combining works of Waldhausen, Farrell-

Jones, Plotnick, Geometrization Theorem (Perel-

man)).
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• Free groups (Stallings)

• Free abelian groups (Bass-Heller-Swan)

• Subgroups of the Braid groups (Farrell-R)

K−i(G) = 0 where G finite group for i ≥ 2

(Carter)

Conjecture. K−i(G) = 0 for all i ≥ 2 and for

all groups G.

For finite groups G, Swan proved that K̃0(G)

is finite.
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L-theory: Cappell showed Mayer-Vietoris se-

quence in L-theory, but again modulo some

Unil-groups. Some group theoretic and K-

theoretic assumptions imply the vanishing of

these Unil-groups. These assumptions are sat-

isfied if the K-theory of the smaller groups van-

ish and the ‘square root closed’ condition (that

is for g ∈ G, g2 ∈ H implies g ∈ H) is satisfied.

Shaneson gave long exact sequence of surgery

groups for finitely generated mapping torus H⋊

Z of a group H. Ranicki generalized this for

non-finitely generated case.
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Explicit computation of L-groups:

• Free groups (Cappell, Lee)

• Free abelian groups (Shaneson)

• Finite groups (Hambleton-Taylor)

• Knot groups (Aravinda-Farrell-R)

• Pure braid groups (R)
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Remark: Using the Bass-Serre theory for groups

acting on trees we can combine both amalga-

mated free product and the HNN-extension in

a single process. A group acts on a tree (with-

out inversion) if and only if the group is iso-

morphic to the fundamental group of a graph

of groups.

Remark: In order to calculate the K- and L-

theory for groups with torsion in terms of ho-

mology theories Farrell and Jones introduced

new assembly maps by replacing the domains

of AK and AL. The classical assembly maps

are then particular cases of this general ones

for torsion free groups. This general assem-
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bly maps also helps in computations for tor-

sion free groups in inductive steps where we

encounter groups with torsion.



Farrell-Jones Isomorphism conjecture

Let S : T OP → SPECT RA be one of the three

functors:

(a) the stable topological pseudo-isotopy func-

tor P()

(b) the algebraic K-theory functor K()

(c) the L-theory functor L−∞().
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Let M be the category of continuous surjective

maps. Quinn defined M → Ω − SPECTRA

which associates to a map p : E → B in M

a spectrum H(B,S(p)) such that H(B,S(p)) =

S(E) when B = ∗. The map

H(B,S(p)) → S(E)

induced by

E
id
−→ E

↓p ↓

B −→ ∗

is called the Quinn assembly map.
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Let Γ be a discrete group and E be universal

w.r.t. the class of all virtually cyclic subgroups

of Γ. That is, E is a Γ-space with the property

that Γx for x ∈ E is virtually cyclic and for any

V < Γ, the set of points of E fixed by V is

contractible if V is virtually cyclic and empty

otherwise.

Let X be a space on which Γ acts freely and

properly discontinuously and p : X ×Γ E →

E/Γ := B be the map induced by the projec-

tion onto the second factor of X × E.
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The Farrell-Jones Fibered Isomorphism Con-

jecture (FIC) for S and Γ states that the map

H(B,S(p)) → S(X ×Γ E) = S(X/Γ)

is a (weak) equivalence of spectra.

We define a variant of this conjecture as below

which has better properties.

Definition 1 (R) We say FICw is true for a

group Γ if the FIC is true for Γ ≀H for any finite

group H.
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We consider only the pseudoisotopy and the

L-theory versions of the FIC unless mentioned

otherwise. The lower K-theory version is a

consequence of the pseudoisotopy case.

The Farrell-Jones conjectures imply the topo-

logical rigidity for aspherical manifolds, Novikov

conjecture, Whitehead conjecture, vanishing

of lower K-theory in dimension ≤ 2 for all

groups etc.
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FIC is known for the following groups.

• Finitely generated nilpotent groups and fun-

damental group of closed nonpositively curved

Riemannian manifolds. (Farrell-Jones)

• CAT(0) and hyperbolic groups (Bartels-Lück)

(L-theory and lower K-theory)

• 3-manifold groups (R)

• Artin full Braid groups (Farrell-R, R)
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Problem. Assume the FICw for the stabilizers

of the action of a group on a tree. Show that

the group also satisfies the conjecture.

The first step is the following.

Theorem 1 (R) (Reduction Theorem) Assume

the FICw for two groups G1 and G2. Then the

FICw is true for G1 ∗G2.

Note that G1 ∗ G2 acts on a tree with trivial

edge stabilizers.
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Theorem 2 (R) Let G be a graph of groups

so that the edge groups are finite. Then π1(G)

satisfies the FICw if the vertex groups are resid-

ually finite and satisfy the FICw.

Corollary 1 Assume that the FICw is true for

all one-ended residually finite groups. Then

the FICw is true for all accessible residually

finite groups.

Recall that finitely presented groups are acces-

sible (Dunwoody). We will see that in fact it is

enough to prove the FICw for finitely presented

groups.
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Theorem 3 (R) Let G be a graph of groups.

Then the FICw is true for π1(G) if one of the

following conditions is satisfied.

(1). The vertex groups of G are finitely gener-

ated nilpotent and π1(G) is subgroup separable.

(2). G is almost a tree of groups and the ver-

tex groups of any component subgraph of G

are finitely generated abelian and of the same

rank.

G is called almost a tree if it has edges (say,

ei, i ∈ I) with finite groups and the connected

components (called component subgraph) of

the complement G − ∪i∈Iei are trees.
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Proposition 1 (R) Let G be a tree of virtually

cyclic groups. Then the FICw for L-theory and

for lower K-theory is true for π1(G).
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Some results needed for the proofs of the The-

orems.

Lemma 1 (R)

A. H < G, The FICw is true for G implies it

is true for H. (Hereditary property)

B. 1 → H → G → K → 1. The FICw is true

for H, K and for p−1(C) for C < K infinite

cyclic, (p : G → K), imply the FICw is true for

G. (Inverse property)

C. H < G normal and finite index and the

FICw is true for H imply FICw is true for G.

(Overgroup property).
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Lemma 2 (Farrell-R) Let M be a closed non-

positively curved Riemannian manifold. Then

the FIC is true for π1(M)≀H for any finite group

H. That is, the FICw is true for π1(M). (NPC

property)

Theorem 4 (Farrell-Linnell) The FICw com-

mutes with direct limit. (Limit property)

Proof of the Reduction Theorem.

Let p : G1∗G2 → G1×G2 be the obvious homo-

morphism. By inverse property we need: FICw

is true for G1×G2, ker(p) and for p−1(C) where

C < G1 ×G2 infinite cyclic.
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Claim: ker(p) and p−1(C) are both free.

By the limit property, enough to show FICw

for finitely generated free group F . Note that

F = π1(S) < π1(DS), S is a compact surface

and DS its double. NPC property is applicable

on DS and then use hereditary property.

For G1×G2 apply the inverse property twice for

the two projections and use the NPC property

for 2-torus or the Klein bottle.
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Thank you!
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